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This thesis begins with the history of operations research and introduces
two of its major branches, linear and nonlinear optimization. While other
methods are mentioned, the focus is on analytical methods used to solve
nonlinear optimization problems. We briefly look at some of the most
effective constrained methods for nonlinear optimization and then show how
unconstrained methods often play a role in developing effective constrained
optimization algorithms. In particular we examine Newton and steepest
descent methods, focusing primarily on Newton/quasi-Newton methods.
Because Newton's method is primarily viewed as a root-finding method, we
start with the basic root-finding algorithm for single variable functions and
show its progression into a useful, and often efficient, multivariable
optimization algorithm. Comparisons are made between a pure Newton
algorithm and a modified Newton algorithm as well as between a pure steepest
descent algorithm and a modified steepest descent algorithm. In examining
nonlinear functions of varying complexity, we note some of the considerations
that must be made when choosing an optimization program as well as some of
the difficulties that arise when using Newton's method or steepest descent
methods for the optimization of a nonlinear function.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION
Operations research can be described as the study of optimization. Its
purpose is to use a scientific approach to decision making in order to determine
how best to allocate scarce resources under given constraints. Although there
are several successful strategies that can be employed to study optimization
such as operational exercises, gaming and simulation, we will be focusing
primarily on analytical methods.
The study of operations research has several branches, two of which
are linear and nonlinear optimization. Linear programming offers a
multipurpose algorithm, the simplex method, which is applicable for
most applied linear problems although for extremely large problems an
alternative algorithm exists that is considered more efficient. Nonlinear
optimization, because of the vast number of ways a program can be
considered nonlinear, offers no such multipurpose algorithm but much
work has been done to identify special cases of nonlinear optimization
for which suitable algorithms have been developed. Nonlinear
programming can be separated into constrained and unconstrained
optimization, both of which will be discussed in this thesis.
We will briefly discuss some of the most effective constrained methods
and note that these methods often incorporate unconstrained optimization
techniques such as the gradient search method (also known as steepest descent)
and Newton/quasi-Newton methods. The two unconstrained methods that will
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be considered, steepest descent and Newton/quasi-Newton, are line-search
methods. Another category of unconstrained optimization methods involves
trust regions but we will focus primarily on line-search methods and in
particular the two previously mentioned methods.
The major focus of this thesis is to consider Newton methods and
convergence properties possessed by these algorithms. We will be looking at
such issues as
1) how close the initial trial solutions must be in order to guarantee
quadratic convergence,
2) considerations in choosing stopping criteria for an algorithm,
3) how convergence of an algorithm is affected by the stopping
criteria that are chosen,
4) comparing the paths taken by the various algorithms.
In Chapter Two of this thesis we introduce the necessary notation,
definitions and preliminaries needed to follow the work that is to be
presented.
In Chapter Three the historical significance of operations research
will be discussed as well as an introduction to the general optimization
problem. A brief discussion of linear programming methods and the
simplex algorithm sets the stage for nonlinear optimization and the
difficulties that arise when working with nonlinear functions.
constrained and unconstrained methods will be discussed.
In Chapter Four we will examine how Newton's root-finding
method is derived and its relevance to the optimization of a single
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variable function. A similar approach will be taken with Newton's
multivariable system of equations method and then applied to the goal
of optimization of a nonlinear function of several variables. In
particular we will be discussing the minimization of a multivariable
nonlinear function. The theorem that most of this work is based upon
will be presented and then translated to fit the goals of minimization.
Next we will examine four functions to which the theorem has been
applied and compare the results of both of the Newton algorithms
covered as well as compare the paths taken with those of steepest
descent methods.
Mathematica, a general software system for mathematical
computations, has been used to perform both the necessary calculations
and for the generation of the graphs presented in this thesis [15]. A
user defined algorithm named findRoot that applies Newton's method to
a system of multivariable equations has also been used and its attributes
compared to the function FindRoot from Mathematica. A user defined
algorithm named gradsearch, which applies a steepest descent method,
has been used and its attributes and paths compared with those of the
FindMinimum function from Mathematica.
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CHAPTER

NOTATION,
AND

II

DEFINITIONS

PRELIMINARIES
NOTATION

The following notational policies will be followed throughout this thesis:
•

Superscripts will be used to represent exponents.

For

example,
x2

•

represents jc being raised to the 2nd power.

Superscripts in parentheses will be used to represent the
iteration number. For example,
x(k)

•

represents the k* iterate.

Subscripts will be used to represent the components of
a vector. For example,
xk

represents the k'h component of the x vector.

Throughout this thesis a boldfaced lower-case letter x will represent a
vector, and all vectors will be stated as column vectors. Boldfaced capital
letters, such as J , will represent matrices.
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OPTIMIZATION TERMS
Decision variable: a variable that represents the quantifiable decisions to be
made and whose value will be determined by the programming problem.
Objective function: a function, written in terms of the decision variables, that
mathematically represents the goals and objectives of the programming
problem.
Feasible solution: a solution for which all of the constraints are satisfied.
Functional constraints: mathematical equations and inequalities that represent
restrictions/constraints on the decision variables and determine the feasible
region in which a feasible solution must lie.
Infeasible solution: a solution for which at least one constraint is violated.
Optimal solution: a feasible solution that has the most favorable value of the
objective function whether it is in maximizing or minimizing form. It will be
denoted by x *.
Throughout the thesis the term global will be used to denote a method that
is designed to converge to a local minimizer or maximizer of a nonlinear
function or to a solution of a system of nonlinear equations from almost any
starting point.

The term local or local convergence will be used to denote a

method that is designed to converge to a local minimizer or maximizer from a
point sufficiently close to it.
MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND
For F :R" -» R" the Jacobian matrix of F at x is the matrix whose i,j
element is
J W f

=®!«
OXj

i

The following definitions hold for a twice continuously differentiable
function / : R"

R:
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The gradient vector of the function is defined as
v/fe,*„_,*.)

- [ V V V j .
dxx ox2
oxn

The Hessian matrix is an nxn matrix whose i,j element is
V 2 /(x).. = d
dx,dxj

1 < /, / < n and will be denoted as Hf , .

A symmetric nxn matrix A is said to be positive definite if for all
nonzero nx 1 vectors x, x r A x > 0 and is positive semidefinite if x r Ax>0 for
all vectors x. Similarly a symmetric matrix is negative definite if x r Ax < 0 for all
nonzero vectors x and negative semidefinite if x r Ax < 0 for all vectors x.
Let A be an nxn matrix with real or complex components. The number X
is called an eigenvalue of A if there is a nonzero vector v in C" such that A v
= Xv. The vector v * 0 is called an eigenvector of A corresponding to the
eigenvalue X.
Each of the following gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the
symmetric matrix A to be positive definite:
1.

all of the eigenvalues X of A satisfy X > 0

2.

all of the leading principal submatrices Ak (the k x k matrix in the
upper left-hand comer of A) have positive determinants.

The spectral radius. p{A) of a matrix A is defined as p{A) = max|2| where
X is an eigenvalue of A.
The function / : Rn

R is a convex function if, for each pair of points on

the graph of / , the line segment joining these two points lies entirely above or
on the graph of / . It is strictly convex if this line segment actually lies entirely
above the graph except at the endpoints of the line segment. A twice
continuously differentiable function / is convex when its nxn Hessian matrix
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is positive semidefinite for all possible values of (x1,x2,...,xn)T.

The function is

strictly convex if the Hessian is positive definite at all values of

(xl,x2,...,xn)T.

Similarly a function / is concave if, for each pair of points on the graph of
/ , the line segment joining these two points lies entirely below or on the graph
of / . It is a strictly concave function if this line segment actually lies entirely
below the graph except at the endpoints of the line segment. A twice
continuously differentiate function / is concave if its nxn Hessian matrix is
negative semidefinite for all possible values of (xl,x2,...,xn)T
concave if the Hessian is negative definite at all values of

and is strictly
(xx,x2,...,xn)T.

The vector norms that have been used for the analysis and research
involved with this thesis are as follows:
n

1.

||v||2 = £ > 2 ) , / 2 which is the Euclidean or l2 norm.
i=\

ML ~ m a x h l which is called the l x n o r m or sup norm.
\<i<n
n

3.

14 =

which is called t h e / j norm.
1=1

The matrix norms that are induced by the l2 and l x norms are:
1.

||A|| = (/>(ArA))1/2 induced by the l2 norm
(If for a matrix A, A r = A then ||A|| = p(A).)

2.

||A|L00 = m a x { Ikfll1 } induced by the
liiSn

norm, where a, is the i,h

row of A.
A function g\X^Y

is Lipschitz continuous with constant y in the set X,

written g e Lipy ( X ) , if for every x, y e X,
|g(x) - gOO|r ^ A\\x - y\x

where

||. \\x and ||. ||y are norms on the

spaces X and 7 .
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If there exists a p > 1 and c such that
Xa+D

_x*

<c x w - x * p

(where c < 1 if p = 1)

and x w -»x*as £ —>• oo, then the order of convergence of the sequence {x(i)}
A: = 1,2,... is at least p. If p = 1, the sequence converges linearly. If p - 2, then
the sequence converges quadratically.
The notation N(v,r) will be used to describe the open neighborhood of
radius r centered at the vector v,i.e. N(v,r) = {w|||w-v||<r}.
Throughout this thesis, we have chosen to work with the /„ and the l2
norms. The following relationship exists between these vector norms:

IML^IML^ML

(2-1)

with n representing the dimension of the space R".
For nxn matrices a similar relationship exists:
(2.2)
We make use of the triangle inequality which states that
+

< l^ll + ||y/j| for <j),y/ in a normed space.

(2.3)

Another useful inequality is
\a\ + |Z>| < 2Max{ \a\, |Z?| } where a,b g R .

(2.4)

CHAPTER
HISTORY

AND

III

BACKGROUND

Whether under the guise of optimization, mathematical programming,
management science or a host of other names, the goal of operations research
is to arrive at the "best possible" conclusion under a given set of circumstances.
Although the study of optimization methods can be traced as far back as the
days of Newton, Lagrange and Cauchy, its true renaissance came during the
troubled times of World War II when the British military forces began studying
adequate ways to use limited military resources. After successful results were
witnessed, the United States military began similar research activities and soon
became the leader in this new discipline [13]. Following the war, the successes
of military operations research were noticed by industrial managers and other
leaders who dealt with issues related to limited resources, and the concepts of
operations research expanded rapidly into the business/management arena [12].
With the rapid development of modern computers with increased
computational abilities and storage capabilities, the study of operations research
moved quickly from just military and business applications into hospitals,
libraries, financial institutions and a host of other applicable areas.
As mentioned previously, the goal of operations research is to reach the
"best" decision under given circumstances. The difficulty in making this
determination arises in the definition of best; the best may not be attainable in
all situations and what is best for one person may be worst for another. In
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short, we are often unsure what best means and must seek further
clarification before attempting to solve a problem.
Several strategies can be employed to determine what is best in a given
situation and to offer a varying degree of realism. One such strategy is
operational exercises, which involves real-life experiments from which
generalizations are drawn. Although costs can be prohibitively high in order to
collect sufficient data, this method offers the highest degree of realism; human
interaction is maintained with very little abstraction or simplification. Another
method often employed is that of gaming, whereby a model is constructed that
is a simplified version of reality. Decisions are made by humans during the
implementation and using these options is not as expensive as actually
creating/implementing a real-life situation as in operational exercises. Another
successful option is simulation. This strategy is similar to gaming in that a
model is made that simulates reality, but decision inputs are made externally
before evaluation. Simulation techniques are often in the form of a computer
program; therefore human interaction during implementation does not occur
[4]The three methods mentioned so far do not generate alternatives and do
not provide an optimal solution. They simply evaluate the input decisions with
varying degrees of human interaction involved.
The fourth way of overcoming this difficulty, defining what is best, is to
form a concrete idea of best -i.e., to represent "best" by a mathematical
concept (function). This function should represent the goals/objectives of the
problem, and any conditions under which that goal is to be achieved should be
represented mathematically as well. This approach is called an analytical model.
It is entirely represented in mathematical terms and offers the most abstract
model of the types discussed. Use of an analytical model allows for the
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generation of alternatives, although not explicitly called for, and finding an
optimal solution, x*, that satisfies the given conditions [4].

It is also the type

of modeling that will be the primary focus of this thesis.
The general optimization problem, using an analytical model, is in the
following form:
maximize or minimize /(x)
subject to

x e Q where fi c R".

Given the function is continuous and the feasible region is nonempty and
compact (closed and bounded) then an optimal solution will exist. With this
concept in mind, the study of operations research forks into several branches;
we will look at two in particular, linear and nonlinear programming. As its
name implies, a linear programming problem in its standard form is made up of
a linear objective function together with linear constraints. Linear
programming is one of the most developed and widely used branches in
operations research. The standard form for a linear programming problem
follows:
n
maximize or minimize /(x) = ^ c x
j=i
n
subject to g, (x) = ^ ciyXj < bt for i = 1,2,...,m
/=i
a n d x y > 0 for j = l,2,...,n.
With both a linear objective function and linear constraints, this type of
problem offers several simplifications on the existence of an optimal solution
and its location if one does exist. As in the general case, requiring that the
objective function be a continuous (linear) function and that the feasible region
be closed and bounded guarantees an optimal solution. The simplicity of
linear programming comes from the geometric interpretation of maximizing or
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minimizing a linear function. We are guaranteed that an optimal solution
exists and lies at an extreme point of that feasible region —i.e., at a corner point
(the intersection of two or more constraints). If more than one optimal cornerpoint solution exists, then every convex combination of the optimal corner
m

point solutions will be an optimal solution as well, i.e., ^Akak

where ak

k=\
represents the kth optimal corner point and Ak > 0 with A1 + X2 + ... + Xm = 1.
Therefore, we need check only the corner points of the feasible region and not
the entire feasible region. It is this point that led to the development of the
simplex method (1947 Dantzig)—a highly successful method for solving the
general linear programming problem [5]. It is a multipurpose algorithm that
can handle the typical linear programming (LP) problem and is not too difficult
to use. The basic idea behind the simplex method is move from one cornerpoint feasible solution to the next and to evaluate the objective function there.
It continues to move until no further improvement can be made; in essence, it
does a boundary trace although some regions of the boundary may never be
reached.
One of the benefits of the simplex method is that is can solve any linear
programming problem and in a finite number of iterations, given that
precautions are used to prevent cycling [6, page 33], It deletes redundant
constraints, identifies when the objective function is unbounded, and identifies
when there is more than one optimal solution. Not only does this method
provide an optimal solution but also it offers much more information along
with that solution. Sensitivity analysis can be easily performed to determine
how the optimal solution would vary with changes in the problem data.
Other methods have been studied for linear programming problems,
especially huge linear programming problems. One such method is the interior
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point algorithm developed by Narendra Karmarkar [10]. The idea behind
this method is to shoot through the interior of the feasible region toward the
optimal solution as opposed to a boundary trace which is done in the simplex
method. The method moves in a direction that improves the objective
function at the fastest possible rate. Interior point algorithms transform the
feasible region, at each iteration, to place the current trial solution near its
center. This method is used primarily on very large linear problems for which
even a boundary trace may prove to be extremely time consuming.
The second branch of operations research we will discuss is nonlinear
programming, occurring when one or more of the functions needed to define
the program is nonlinear in nature.

In one general form, the nonlinear

programming problem is to find x* = {x[,x'2,...,x'n)T in order to
maximize or minimize /(x)
subject to gt (x) < bt for i = 1,2,..., m
and x > 0.
With nonlinear programming, we no longer have the simplifications that
occurred in linear programming, mainly that we need only consider a limited
number of feasible solutions. Without this guarantee, we must consider all of
the feasible points both inside the feasible region and on its boundary. It is not
always possible to reach an optimal solution; instead we may simply have to
approach the optimal solution.
With the various kinds of nonlinearities that can occur, there is no longer an
all-purpose algorithm that can handle all of these differences. With nonlinear
functions, even if one is able to find a local extremum, there is no guarantee
that the same point will be a global maximizer or minimizer except under given
conditions. Therefore it becomes necessary to be able to determine under what
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conditions a local extremum will be guaranteed to be a global maximizer or
minimizer, hence an optimal solution.
Nonlinear

optimization

has

two

main

branches,

constrained

and

unconstrained optimization. We will briefly look at constrained nonlinear
optimization, both convex and non-convex, and at some of the most
commonly used algorithms. Then we will consider unconstrained optimization
in detail focusing primarily on the Newton, quasi-Newton methods and
gradient methods.
Under given circumstances, a local extremum can be guaranteed to be a
global maximizer or minimizer depending upon whether we are maximizing or
minimizing the given function. The requirements for a maximization problem
are that there is a concave objective function and a convex feasible region
(meaning, in general, that all of the functions used in the constraints are
convex). For minimization, the only alteration needed would be to require that
/ be convex. Given these attributes, an optimal solution can be guaranteed.
For ease in exposition, we will consider the minimization case from this point
forward.
The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions offer a way of determining if a
solution is optimal for the general constrained optimization problem [10].
They are a set of equations and inequalities that must be satisfied for any
multivariable constrained optimization problem in order for a solution to be
considered optimal. In other words, these conditions are necessary but not
sufficient conditions for optimality. If the nonlinear programming problem is a
convex programming problem, then satisfying the KKT conditions becomes a
sufficient condition for optimality.
Although it is often difficult to solve for x* directly from the KKT
conditions, it can sometimes be done.

More often, however, the KKT
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conditions are applied indirectly to define a dual problem or to rewrite
quadratic programming problems (problems with linear constraints and a
quadratic objective function) in a linear programming form. The idea is to use
the KKT conditions as linear constraints and then restrict the choices allowed
in the simplex method in a way that will include the constraints created by the
KKT conditions. The linear program created can then be solved by modifying
the simplex method and is adequately named the modified simplex method
[14].
An often used tactic for solving a constrained nonlinear optimization
problem is to try and reformulate the model as a linear

program.

Approximating nonlinear objective functions and/or functional constraints by
linear functions will often accomplish this. One such method is the separable
programming method [10]. The idea behind this method is to take a nonlinear,
separable convex program (a program where each term of the objective
function and the constraint functions involves a single variable)

and

approximate it by a linear programming problem with a larger number of
variables. It does so by creating a piecewise linear function which gets rewritten
as a linear function of several variables (each new variable represents a line
segment) and adds to this set-up one restriction on the use of these new
variables. The added restriction is that the next variable in line (i.e., the next
segment) cannot be used until the previous variable has reached its upper limit.
In terms of resources the meaning would be that one could not use a new
resource until all of the previous resources have been exhausted. The benefit
of this type of reformulation is that the simplex method can then be used to
solve the linear program, and the optimal solution to the original problem can
be approximated from the optimal solution to the linear programming
problem. One of the drawbacks to approximating functions by piecewise linear
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functions is that to get a "good" approximation may require a large number
of variables.
Another method that uses a linear approximation for the objective function
is the Frank-Wolfe method [10]. This method can be applied to linearly
constrained convex programming problems; it uses a linear approximation of
the objective function combined with a one-dimensional search method to
obtain a sequence of trial solutions that converges to the optimal solution. For
the linear approximation of the objective function, this method uses the firstorder Taylor expansions and minimizes this new objective function subject to
the original constraints. The trial solutions for this method approach the
optimal solution alternately between two or more trajectories and tend to
converge rather slowly. To help speed up the convergence, we can extrapolate
an estimate of the intersections of these trajectories and find a closer
approximation than the current trial solution.
Yet another approach for solving constrained nonlinear programming
problems, and the one that is most related to the focus of this thesis, is to solve
sequences of unconstrained problems whose solutions converge to the optimal
solution of the original constrained problem. Sequential unconstrained
minimization techniques, SUMT, often called penalty or barrier techniques, can
be split into two categories: interior and exterior methods. Interior methods
allow the trial solutions to approach the optimal solution from the interior of
the feasible region; exterior methods approach the optimal solution from
outside the feasible region [13]. The general idea behind both interior and
exterior methods is to incorporate the functional constraints into the objective
function in a way that will add or subtract a huge penalty to the objective
function when the trial solution is near the boundaries of the feasible region.
The iterative process allows for the scaling factor to control the penalty when
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the optimal solution may lie near or on a boundary. As the penalty (barrier)
function goes to zero, the new objective function converges to the original
objective function. This method can be used for both convex and non-convex
programming problems as well as for both minimization and maximization and
can be adapted to handle both inequality and equality constraints.
For many constrained optimization problems the optimal solution can be
found by solving a sequence of unconstrained optimization problems. We will
be discussing line search methods such as the gradient search (steepest descent)
method and Newton/quasi-Newton methods with the focus being primarily on
Newton's method.
The general description of a descent method is as follows:
1.

Start at some given point x(0)

2.

Assign k = 0

3.

Choose a search direction d w .

4. Use a line minimization method (one-dimensional search method) to
minimize f(x(k)+s{k)d(k))

by varying the step-length s(k)

5. Set x(*+I) = x w +5 ,(i) d w
6. Have we converged? (Various criteria can be applied to perform such a
test.)
a) if yes, output result
b) if no, increment k and go back to step 3.
As seen above, the iterative form of the general descent problem is
x' t+1 »=i( i »+i(x(«) d(x w )
where s(x (i) ) is the step length determined at the k'h iterate and d(x a ) ) is the
search direction determined at the kth iterate. In the steepest descent method
the choice of which direction to move is the direction of the negative gradient,
i.e. d w = - V / ( x w ) and for Newton's method the direction of choice is
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-H / (x (A) )V/(x (,fe) ) and sik) = 1 [11]. When the full Newton step is not
adequate some adaptation of the step length is necessary. Such methods are
called quasi-Newton methods and include ideas such as "backtracking line
searches", which take a modified step in the Newton direction, and "model
trust-regions" and "hook" methods, which choose a step length first and then
determine the direction in which to move. Checking that H / (x ( 4 ) ) is positive
definite at x (i) ensures the direction d w chosen will be a descent direction.
One way to look at the steepest descent method, in the two-dimensional
case, is to think of the gradient indicating the direction that water would flow
downhill. This method uses the gradient to determine the direction of greatest
improvement, in this case minimizing the objective function, and then, a onedimensional search method to determine how far to move in that direction. It
then continues in that direction until no further improvement can be made.
The direction of the steepest descent is a local property and not a global
property. Therefore the gradient must be recalculated; the procedure is then
followed iteratively until a point is reached where there is essentially no
decrease in the objective function (i.e., until each partial derivative of / with
respect to each component of x is less than a selected error tolerance). This
stopping criterion is using the

norm and is just one of many stopping criteria

that may be used. The steepest descent method is considered a first-order
method of optimization because it relies only on first-derivative information
and has a linear convergence rate.
In the two-dimensional case the method of steepest descent settles into a
steady zigzag of parallel and perpendicular segments and converges only
linearly although some modifications can be made to speed up its convergence
[13]. For higher dimensions the segments may not alternately be parallel and
perpendicular but each pair of successive segments is perpendicular. In other
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words, the first and third segments may not be parallel to each other but
both are perpendicular to the second segment. It is easy to establish that the
direction in which the greatest increase in / occurs is in the direction of the
gradient. For minimization, we would need the direction of greatest decrease
that occurs in the direction of the negative gradient. Using the steepest descent
method for minimization, a step length is found that determines how far along
the negative gradient one can move and still find improvement stopping at
some point p. Any further movement in that direction will bring no
improvement of the function value. Therefore, the choice for the next move is
again in the direction of the negative gradient in order to achieve the greatest
improvement of / . Each successive move is in a direction perpendicular to
the previous move.
When the problem is sufficiently small (in terms of the number of variables)
this method can be used alone to solve a minimization problem; more often,
however, it is used to find a "good" approximation to begin a more rapid
locally convergent method such as Newton or quasi-Newton methods.

CHAPTER
NEWTON

IV

METHODS

We will begin our discussion of Newton's method by considering the
problem of finding the roots of a nonlinear equation /(x) = 0 where xeR.
Although the importance may not be clear immediately, the connection to
optimization will be seen at a later point in the thesis.

One of the most

powerful and well-known numerical methods for solving a root-finding
problem is Newton's method. We will derive Newton's method based on using
the Taylor polynomial expansions of / .
Taking the Taylor expansion of the function / at a point x not far from a
solution x* (i.e. |x-x*|is "small") gives
f{x) = f i x ) + ix-

x)f'ix)

+

/ "(£(*))

where £(x) lies between x and x . Since f (x*) = 0 at the solution, when
x = x * the expansion becomes
0 = f i x ) + {x * - x ) f \ x ) +

/ W ) ) •

Newton's method is derived by assuming that since |x*-x| is small, the
term involving its square is negligible so that the above equation is
approximated by
0 « f i x ) + (x *

-x)f'ix)

and therefore, solving for x * gives
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and for the iterative process is described as
x (w> = x w

For most problems, Newton's method will converge quadratically to a root
of one nonlinear equation in one unknown provided it is given a "good
enough" starting point [7].
Theorem 2.4.3 in [7] states the conditions under which Newton's method is
guaranteed to converge and gives the rate at which it converges given a "good"
estimate:
THEOREM

4.1

Let / : D -> R, for an open interval D, and let / ' e Lipy (D). Assume that for
some p > 0, |/'(x)| > p for every x e D . If f{x) = 0 has a solution x* e D, then
there is some 77 > 0 such that: if x ( 0 ) - x * < T], then the sequence {x(k)}
generated by
k = 0,1,2,...
exists and converges to x*. Furthermore, for k = 0,1,...,
2p

xm-x*

Stating that |/'(x)| > p gives the first derivative a lower bound and states that
the first derivative must be nonzero at x * for Newton's method to converge
quadratically. Otherwise the method is not guaranteed to converge
quadratically and would converge linearly (see [2], for example).
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The Lipschitz constant / i s considered a measure of the nonlinearity of the
function / . However it is dependent upon scaling. Another measure of
nonlinearity can be obtained by dividing y by f'(x).

The theorem states that

the smaller this measure of relative nonlinearity is, the faster Newton's method
will converge to the optimal solution. One thing that must be pointed out is
that Newton's method can be guaranteed to converge from a "good" starting
point but nothing can be guaranteed from a "bad" starting point. Therefore
Newton's method is a locally convergent method but not a globally convergent
method and must be adapted and used in conjunction with a globally
convergent method to be successful from other starting points.
Newton's method for a single variable equation determines where a zero of
a function can be found. To apply Newton's method as an optimizer for a
single variable function the same method is applied to the derivative of the
function, solving for f'(x) = 0 in which case the iterative equation becomes
f\x

w

)

f"(xw)'
This equation is formed by taking a linear approximation of / ' and is
equivalent to making a quadratic approximation of the original function / .
This quadratic approximation is much more suited to minimization because
a quadratic function has only one extremum, meaning that Newton's method
will solve for the optimizer of a quadratic function is one step. However in
most cases Newton's method must be applied iteratively to approximate the
root of the function. The minimization of a single variable function possesses
the same convergence properties as a single variable equation, and again its
guarantees come from starting at a point that is sufficiently close to x*.
Therefore a large amount of effort is often made in finding a point "good
enough" to guarantee success with Newton's method. One way to find such a
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point is to use a globally convergent method to find a point in a "good"
neighborhood for which Newton's method can be successfully started.
It should be stated that all of the applications of Newton's method
discussed so far have involved the calculation of the derivatives of a function.
It is not always desirable to calculate the derivatives nor is it always possible.
At these times, a secant method can be used to approximate these derivatives
using only function evaluations, and doing so requires two points at each
iteration instead of just one. One might choose to use these approximations if
the cost of finding the derivatives is high or when the evaluation of the
derivatives is too time-consuming.
We have considered the application of Newton's method to a single-variable
equation and the application of Newton's method to the minimization of a
single-variable function. Now we will proceed to the use of Newton's method
to solve a multivariable system of equations and examine how it can be applied
to the optimization of a multivariable nonlinear function.
The general form of a system of nonlinear equations is as follows:
Given

F: R n -> R n find x* e R n such that F(x*) = 0.

When applying Newton's method to this system of equations we again need
to find a root of an affine approximation to F at the current iterate x ( i ) . The
first partial derivatives will form the Jacobian matrix J(x) so the iterative form
used will be

It will be necessary to know that the Jacobian matrix is nonsingular at
this point. As in the single variable case, there may be times when the Jacobian
is not analytically available, and it will be necessary to use an approximation of
this matrix.
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The application of Newton's method to the optimization of a
multivariable nonlinear function is of key importance to the work in this thesis.
In general form the optimization of a multivariable nonlinear function is as
follows:
minimize /(x) where / : R" ->•R.
Again Newton's method is derived from the affine approximation of V/
using the Taylor expansion of the function around a given point and solving
for V/ = 0. Taking the Taylor expansion of the function V/ at a point x not
far from x* (i.e. ||x-x*|| is small) gives
V/(x) = V/(x)+Hy(x)(x-x)+^(/, x-x)

where £ lies on the line segment

between x and x. The error term consists of the vector </>{f, x - x ) which is
computed from the vector x - x and a multimatrix (a higher dimensional
analog of a matrix) of third order partial derivatives of / . Using the affine
approximation gives
V/(x)«V/(x) + H / (x)(x-x).
Since V/(x*) = 0 at the solution, when x = x * the approximation becomes
0«V/(x) + H / (x)(x*-x)
and therefore, solving for x * gives
x^x-HfOQ-'V/C!)
and for the iterative process is described as
x(^)=x(*)-H/(x

(4) 1

r V/(x(i)).

As mentioned previously, this method requires the calculation and
inversion of the second-derivative Hessian matrix and is considered a secondorder method. Again the derivatives may not be analytically available or may
be too time-consuming to calculate, and approximations can be made. The
problem with these calculations is in storing and inverting this matrix for large
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systems and in practice the Hessian may not be inverted but a linear system
solved instead. Since second derivatives generally change relatively slowly, in
practice the Hessian may not be recalculated at each iteration but may be done
so periodically.
As seen above, this method can converge to any point where the gradient is
zero, so it will just as happily settle on a minimizer, maximizer or a saddle
point. For small problems such as functions of two variables like the functions
discussed in this thesis, determining if the Hessian is positive definite at the
critical point by checking the determinants of the leading principal submatrices
and the determinant of the Hessian is sufficient. For real-life applications,
with many more variables, these calculations would be costly and should be
avoided. In practice, a more commonly used method is to perform a matrix
factorization which can be done only if the matrix is positive definite. In the
event the matrix is not positive definite, perturbations can be made to the
Hessian to make it safely positive definite and the algorithm can then be
applied [7, Section 5.5].
As in the case of solving a single equation in one unknown, certain
conditions will guarantee the convergence of Newton's method in the
nonlinear systems case. Theorem 5.2.1 in [7] states the requirements for
Newton's method to converge and the rate at which it converges:
THEOREM
Let F: R"

4.2

R" be continuously differentiablein an open convex set D c R " .

Assume that there exists x * e R " and r,/? > 0, such that N(x*,r)c; D, F(x*) = 0,
J(x )

exists and J(x*) | < /?, and J e Lipy (N(x*,r)). Then there exists s > 0

such that for all x(0) e N(x*,f) the sequence x (1) ,x (2) ,... generated by
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X(*+1> = XW

_ J ( X » ) - ' F(x w ),

k = 0,1,... is well defined, converges to

x *, and obeys ||x(*+1) - x *|| < ^ [ x w - x *|2,

k = 0,1,...

A value for e must be used in the application of this theorem; the value chosen
in the proof of this theorem in [7] is

where p,y are defined in Theorem 4.2.
When reformulated for the optimization problem, Theorem 4.2 leads to the
following:
THEOREM

4.3

Let / : R" —> R be twice continuously differentiable in an open convex set
D c R " . Assume that there exists x* e R" and r,/3 > 0 such that
N(x*,r) c D, V/(x*) = 0, and H/(x*)~1 exists with ||H/(x*)"1|| < /?

and

Hy e Lipr (N(x*,r)). Then there exists s > 0 such that for all x(0) e N(x*,f) the
sequence x (1) ,x (2) ,... generated by x(i+1) = x w - H / ( x w r 1 V / ( x w ) is well defined,
converges to x* and obeys x(*+1) - x * | <

-x*

2

for k = 0,1,2,....

The additional condition necessary to guarantee quadratic convergence to a
minimizer is to require that the Hessian, when evaluated at the optimal point
x *, be positive definite. Otherwise the theorem guarantees quadratic
convergence to a critical point only and for optimization we are interested
specifically in the maxima and minima for a particular function. In particular,
we will use Pm to represent the largest open convex set surrounding the mth
critical point on which the Hessian is positive definite.
Some of the advantages and disadvantages of Newton's method are
provided in the following tables [7].
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ADVANTAGES
1.

Quadratically convergent from a good starting

point if J(x*) is nonsingular for the nonlinear systems case
and if H / (x*) is positive definite for the minimization
problem.
2.

Provides the exact solution in one iteration for

an affine F (exact at each iteration for any affine
component of F) for the nonlinear systems case and does
so if the function / is quadratic for the nonlinear
optimization case.

DISADVANTAGES
1.

Not globally convergent for many problems.

2.

Requires the calculation of J ( x w ) at each

iteration for nonlinear systems and H / ( x ( i ) ) for nonlinear
optimization.
3.

Each iteration requires the solution of a system of

linear equations that may be singular or ill conditioned. For
nonlinear optimization the Hessian matrix may not be
positive definite at each iterate.
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As noted above, one of the biggest disadvantages of Newton methods is that
they are not globally convergent but do converge rapidly in a "good" local
neighborhood of the minimizer. One way to overcome this difficulty is to use
a globally convergent method such as steepest descent to find a point
sufficiendy close from which Newton's method can be started. These methods
are called quasi-Newton methods and use a basic Newton approach with
adjustments such as altering the step length being made to achieve the benefits
from both Newton's method and one of the globally convergent methods as
well [7]. In order to use the best qualities of the steepest descent method and
be able to obtain global convergence of Newton's method a quasi-Newton
method must be used. In other words, a globally convergent method is used to
reach a "good" starting range for Newton's method which we know will
converge rapidly when given a "good" starting point. Together these give a
globally convergent method that guarantees fast local convergence.
Several numerical examples will be useful in considering the criteria under
which Theorem 4.3 allows for quadratic convergence, in particular to a
minimizer of a function. We must however keep in mind that the theorem lists
conditions upon which we can expect quadratic convergence and is, in essence,
giving a worse case scenario for defining the neighborhood in which quadratic
convergence is guaranteed to occur.
For convenience, we have chosen to use both the /„ and the /2 norms and
to graph all of the neighborhoods related to these examples with distance being
defined by the l2 norm (using Mathematica packages from [3]). The
relationships (2.1) and (2.2) allow for a smooth transition from one norm to the
other. Suppose we are able to establish the relationship
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(4.2)

H/(x)-H/(y)oo<C1||x-yL.
Using (2.2), inequality (4.2) implies that
||H / ( X )-H / (y)|| 2 < a/»|hy(x)-Hy(y)| o t ^ •JnCl||x-yj
Applying (2.1) yields
H .(x)-H / (y)|| 2 <•JnCl||x-yJJ^

||x-y|| 2 .

(4.3)

For each of the examples considered in this thesis the function is twice
continuously differentiable on the entire plane; however not all of the
functions have Hessians which satisfy Lipschitz conditions throughout the
plane. A finite value for r must be used in the analysis for some of the
examples; therefore we have adopted the convention that the
r -neighborhoods we will be considering will be restricted to those
throughout which the Hessian is nonsingular (a condition beyond those
stipulated in Theorem 4.3). The rationale behind this choice is that Newton's
method fails if the Hessian is singular at any given iteration. For a minimizer,
we require that the r -neighborhood be contained within the appropriate set
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E x a m p l e 1:
Consider the function /(x,,x 2 ) = x,4 + 2x2 -8x,x, +2. Figure 4.1.1 shows a
3-dimensional representation of the function and its two-dimensional contour
plot. It should be noted that the contours are darker as it approaches the
minima of the given function.
F i g u r e 4.1.1

f(x1,x2) = x * + 2 x ^ - 8 x 1 x 2 + 2

- 2 - 1 0

1

2

By solving the system of equations formed from setting the first partial
derivatives with respect to each variable equal to zero the critical points of this
function are found to be ( 0 , 0 ) r . (2 .2 ) r and (-2
matrix for this function is H =| '

v1

-8

-2

) r . The Hessian

_g :
24x; j

and must be evaluated at each of

the critical points in order to determine if it is positive definite at that point, a
condition which is sufficient for a point to be a minimizer of the given
function. These facts along with a few tests from calculus will determine if we
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have a maximizer, a minimizer or a saddle point at each of the critical points.
Table 4.1.1 includes this information.

Table 4.1.1
Critical Point

(0,0)r

1.

(2

2.

8

, 2's

3/

3. ( - 2 - 8

No

No

Minimizer,
maximizer or
saddle point
Saddle point

Yes

No

Minimizer

Yes

No

Minimizer

Is the Hessian
positive definite at
this point?

y
1/

-2'8)

„

Is the Hessian
singular at this point?

We now determine the regions where quadratic convergence is guaranteed
by Theorem 4.3. In the present problem the Hessian is nonsingular where
4i . We will also need to determine the largest open convex set
3 x,

X , 5* ± -

P „ c R 2 containing the mth critical point on which H / (x) is positive definite.
We will use the information from the analysis of Hessian matrix to accomplish
this. The Hessian is positive definite under the following conditions: 1) the
(1,1) entry of the Hessian is positive and 2) the determinant of H / is positive.
For this particular Hessian those conditions are 1) 12x,2 > 0 and
2) \2xl(24xl) - (-8)(-8) > 0. Since 12x2 is always positive except when x, = 0
and 288x2x2 - 64 is positive when x2 > —. r or x2 < —,
, the region where
3| x, I
3 x, |
the Hessian is positive definite is the intersection of the regions resulting from
these two conditions (See Figure 4.1.2). To find the largest open neighborhood
containing each critical point and contained in the region Pm we need the
minimum distance from the boundary of the region where the Hessian is
nonsingular and each critical point. Using critical point 2, which is (2 8 ,2
we must minimize the function

8

)',
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3 Xj
Taking the derivative of g and setting it equal to zero we obtain the critical
points x, = -.65954 and x, =1.0078. The minimum is x, =1.0078 and gives the
point (1.0078,0.47507)r , which lies on the boundary of the region. The
distance between ( 2 ' \ 2 a n d (1.0078,0.47507)r is r = 0.67994. Thus the
largest open neighborhood containing x * and contained in P2 is
N(x*, 0.67994). Because of the symmetries of this function the largest open
neighborhood containing critical point 3, which is (-2 8 ,-2 8 ) ' , contained in P3
and satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4.3 has the same radius as the
previous neighborhood. Similar calculations show that the largest open
neighborhood of the point (0,0)7 satisfying the conditions of the theorem and
the nonsingularity of the Hessian is N((0,0)r ,0.97098). (Recall that the Hessian
is not positive definite at this critical point and therefore P, does not exist.) In
the following table we have listed each critical point, the largest open
neighborhood surrounding each of the critical points on which H y (x) is
nonsingular, and the largest open convex region surrounding the critical point
where the Hessian is positive definite.
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Table 4.1.2
Largest open neighborhood

Critical Point

Pn = largest open convex

surrounding the critical point in

get c o n t a i n i n g

which H f is nonsingular

po^

where

the critical

the Hessian is

positive definite
P, does n o t exist - the

1. (0,0) r

N( (0,0) r ,0.97098)

Hessian is n o t positive
definite at this point

V

V

2. (2/s ,28)T

T

N ( ( 2 ^ , 2 K , ) r ,0.67994)

3/

8 \T
3. (-2 *-2 «)

N ( ( - 2 X - 2 y * ) T ,0.67994)

P2=U

p

=

detH / (x) > 0,
x, > 0, x2 > 0
detH ,(x) > 0,
x, < 0 , x2 <0

The information from Table 4.1.2 is represented in Figure 4.1.2.

Figure 4.1.2 Regions where the Hessian is positive definite
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For the subsequent analysis of this example we will be using the minimizer
x* = (2^ ,2' 8 ) T . The Hessian matrix when evaluated at this point is
H,

20.1815
-8
0.056 0.016
and its inverse is H ) =
-8
28.5410
0.016 0.039

To calculate a value of /?, from Theorem 4.3, we have the following
inequality:
|| H^X*)- 1 ||

^P-

We have calculated the eigenvalues of

' and taken the maximum

H/(x*)

absolute value of these which equals the spectral radius of this symmetric
matrix and therefore 0.072 < (3 .
In order to determine the region of guaranteed quadratic convergence and
the relative nonlinearity of the function / at x * we will need a Lipschitz
constant y such that H r G i / ^ ( N ( x V ) ) , i - e . | | H / ( x ) - H / ( y ) || </||x-y|| 2 for all
x,y e N(x*,r) with x* = (2 s ,2 ^ f .
Using the values of H/(x) and H / ( y ) for this function we obtain
||H f (x)-H,(y)|| =

[12X2

-8

L -8

24x

-

2

2

"12 y

x

_ "8

-8 1

24_y2 J

\2tf-yl)

0

0

24(x22 -y22)_

= Max{ \l2(xf -yl)\,
< 24Max{ |xf

|24(x22 - y ] ) \ }

, |x2

-y22\\

= 24Mccx{ |xj + yx ||x, - yx \, |x2 + y2 ||x2 - y21 }.
The largest possible first coordinate in this region would be 2 s +r = 1.98340.
Similarly the largest second coordinate in this region would be 2 8 + r = 1.77707.
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Using these two facts a numerical value can be substituted for each of the
sums in the expression, i.e.,
+ y t | <|x,| +
|x2 + y2\ < |*21+

<2(1.98340) = 3.96680 and
1 < 2(1.77707) = 3.55413 .

Substituting these values into the expression gives
||H/(x)-H/(y)||

<24Max{3.96680|x1 - yA\, 3.55414|x2 - y 2 \ }
< 24(3.96680)Maoc{|x, - y x \ , |x2 -y 2 \ }
= 95.20320 ||x-y|| .
II

J

11 00

For this function H / ( x ) - H / ( y ) is a diagonal matrix and therefore
|H/(x)-H/(y)||2=||H/(x)-H/(y)L
giving y = 95.20320.
In order to find the largest open neighborhood in which for all
x(0) g N(x*,e)the sequence x (I) ,x (2) ,... generated by Newton's method satisfies
the conditions of Theorem 4.3, and hence will converge quadratically, we must
compute s = min{r, ^

} as established in (4.1). From earlier calculations we

know that r = 0.67994 and by substituting in /? = 0.072 and X = 95.20320 from
above, we obtain that — = 0.07294. Thus s is the minimum of the two
m
values, e = 0.07294. Theorem 4.3 guarantees that inside this neighborhood,
N(x*,0.07294), the sequence of points generated by Newton's method
converges quadratically to x *. This information is represented in Figure 4.1.3
with the inner circles representing the epsilon neighborhoods.
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Figure 4.1.3 Epsilon neighborhoods surrounding the
minimizers

3/

1/

.

A measure of relative nonlinearity of the function / at x* = (2 * , 2 * )

is

found by computing ynl - fly. Again substituting in the previously calculated
values for /? and y we obtain that y nl = 6.85463.
Figure 4.1.4 represents the coordinate points at which Newton's method
was started and the critical points to which they converged using the findRoot
function for which a definition and code are given in the Appendix. One
interesting thing to note is that Newton's method did not necessary send a
point to the nearest critical point which may seem contradictory at first glance
since the logic behind the theorem is finding a "good enough" starting point
from which to begin Newton's method. This finding reinforces the fact that
proximity to the critical point is not the only consideration necessary to
determine a "good" starting point for Newton's method although that is
enough if inside the s -neighborhood. Look in particular at the points (1 ,-2) r
and (-l,2) r which are closer to either of the other critical points but actually
converge to the critical point that is farthest away.
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Figure 4.1.4

Convergence Patterns
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For all of the algorithms applied to this function (i.e., the Newton methods
FindRoot and findKoot and the steepest descent methods FindMinimum and
gradsearch) the point (-1, 2) r converged to a critical point but not always the
same critical point. We have chosen this point to illustrate the different paths
taken by the iterates of several of the algorithms being compared. To help the
reader distinguish between user defined functions and Mathematica's built-in
functions we have italicized user defined functions and underlined Mathematica's
functions. Table 4.1.3 lists each algorithm and gives a brief explanation of the
method used.

Table 4.1.3 Description of algorithms being compared
Algorithm name

Optimization algorithm incorporated

FindRoot - a built-in Mathematica
function

Uses a modified Newton's method to
find the local root of a given function.
For minimization, this program is
applied to the gradient.

2. findRoot — a user defined program

Uses a pure Newton's method to find
the local root of a given function.

3. FindMinimum — a built-in
Mathematica function

Uses a modified steepest descent
method to find the minimizer of a
multivariable function. This program
is applied to the function itself (not
the gradient).

4. gradsearch — a user defined
program

Uses a pure steepest descent method
in order to find the minimizer of a
multivariable function. This program
is also applied to the function itself
and not the gradient.

All of these algorithms evaluate the gradient in some way so as to
determine if the results are zero within some tolerance. For the user-defined
algorithms an / x norm is used while the norms used with Mathematica's built-in
functions are not known. With some manipulation we were able to obtain the
iterate paths for all of the programs with the exception of the FindMinimum
algorithm and the number of iterations required to satisfy the stopping
criterion. In Figure 4.1.5 these paths have been traced beginning from the point
("1, 2)r •
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Figure 4.1.5 Iterate path for each algorithm when started at the
test point ( - 1 , 2 ) r
*
•

STARTING POINT
ENDING POINT

findRoot results

FindMinimum results

gradsearch results

-2

-1.5

-1

-0.5

0
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In comparing these methods, recall all converged to a critical point but not
all to the same critical point or at a similar pace. Table 4.1.4 lists the number of
iterations required by each method to satisfy its stopping criterion and the
point at which the algorithm was satisfied. Recall that not all algorithms are
necessarily using the same stopping criterion; therefore no quantitative choice
of "best" can be made from these comparisons.

Table 4.1.4

Comparison of algorithms I iteration count
Number of iterations
required to satisfy
the stopping criterion

Algorithm

FindRoot

26

findRoot

11

FindMinimum

1

gradsearch

17

Point at which the
algorithm's stopping
criterion were
satisfied
3/
1 _
( 2/S , 2-8)
3/
1/ „
(-2 8
2-8)
3'
1 „
(~2/8 , - 2 8 f
3/
1/
( - 2/s , - 2 / % y

As listed earlier both FindRoot and findRoot use Newton's method, but they
take drastically different paths and to different critical points. For these
algorithms we found that findRoot was taking a pure Newton step while the
FindRoot algorithm was altering this step in some way. For this test point the
two methods agreed on the first two iterations then differ drastically on the
third iteration with FindRoot being sent off to the point (—19.5332,—3.4487)r
(see Figure 4.1.5). It then continues until the stopping criterion is satisfied,
which occurs at a critical point different from the pure Newton method findRoot.
The differing results for these algorithms can easily be seen with the single
k
variable function f(x)

=x

3

which was given in [8, p. 171] as an example in

which FindRoot failed to converge to the prescribed accuracy. Applying the
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pure Newton method gives solutions that alternate signs and in the pattern
x(k) = -2x(k

. Table 4.1.5 shows that findKoot did in fact behave as expected

while FindRoot produced markedly different results.

Table 4.1.5

Comparison of the single-variable FindRoot and
findRoot algorithms for f(x) = x

3

(starting point at x = 0.1)
Iteration count

FindRoot
Results

l
2
3
4
5

-0.2
-0.05
-0.05
-0.05
-0.0125

6
7
8
9
10

-0.0125
-0.0125
-0.003125
-0.003125
-0.003125

findRoot
Results
-0.2
0.4
-0.8
1.6
-3.2
6.4
-12.8
25.6
-51.2
102.4

These results bring out an interesting point about using pre-existing programs
for optimization. It is obviously cost-efficient to use a pre-existing program
but it is also necessary to understand the adaptations made to the pure
algorithms in order to predict the behavior of the "enhanced" algorithm. The
need for several optimization algorithms can easily be seen in terms of cost of
iterations alone. For example, if, for the algorithm involved, function
evaluation is relatively inexpensive then choosing a program that requires more
iterations is still feasible. However if the cost of function evaluations were
high, one would want to choose the most efficient program available in terms
of iteration.
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Example 2 :
In Example 2 we are examining the function / ( x , , x , ) = x,2 +x; + x 2 x 2 + 4 ,
which is represented in the 3-dimensional graph and contour plot below.

Figure 4.2.1

=

2

2

2

+ x^ + x i x 2

+ 4

wmmm

-3

-2

-1

The critical points of this function are (V2,- Dr , (-V2 ,-l) r and ( 0 , 0 ) r . The
Hessian matrix for this function is H ,(x) =

2 + 2x,
2x,

2x,
2

and we have determined at which critical points the Hessian is positive definite
which is a sufficient condition for the point to be a minimizer of / .

Table 4.2.1
Critical Point
1. ( 0 , 0 ) r

Is the Hessian positive
definite at this point?
Yes

Is the Hessian singular
at this point?
No

Minimizer, Maximizer
or Saddle point?
Minimizer

2.

(V2-l)r

No

No

Saddle point

3.

(-V2,-l)r

No

No

Saddle point

The Hessian of this function is nonsingular on the set {xlx2 ^ jc~ — l }.
In order to determine P, surrounding the first critical point we must use the
information from the analysis of the Hessian matrix and where it is positive
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definite. For example 2 these conditions are: 1.) x2 > -1 and 2.) x2 > xf - 1 .
The region where the Hessian is positive definite is the intersection of the
regions resulting from these conditions which is x2 > x\ - 1 . The minimizer of
this function is the point ( 0 , 0 ) r . The Hessian matrix when evaluated at
x* = (0,0) r is
H f (x*) =

2

0

0

2

, and H , (x*)-1 =

To calculate the value of

0.5 0
0 0.5

we have the following inequality:

H/x*)- 1 [ < / ? .
The spectral radius of this matrix is 0.5 and therefore 0.5 < /? .
To find the largest open neighborhood containing x * and on which the
Hessian is nonsingular we need the minimum distance from the boundary of
the region where the Hessian is nonsingular and the function minimizer, which
is represented by the following function:
g(x1) = (x 1 -0) 2 + (x 1 2 -l-0) 2 .
The minimizer of g is at the point (V2 , 8.48528 ) T , which lies on the boundary
of this region. The distance between ( 0 , 0 ) r and (V2 ,8.48528)1" is 0.86023
which will be used as the radius of the open neighborhood.

Thus the largest

open neighborhood containing x* and contained in P, is Nf x*, 0.86023 ).
Similar calculations find the largest open neighborhoods surrounding each of
the critical points on which the Hessian is nonsingular. (Recall that the Hessian
is not positive definite at the other critical points and therefore no such Pm
exist for these points.) Table 4.2.2 lists the values of these neighborhoods for
each critical point if they exist.
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Table 4.2.2
Largest open neighborhood

Pm = largest open convex set

surrounding the critical point
Critical point

containing the critical point

on which H y ( x ) i s

such that H y ( x ) is positive

nonsingular

r

definite
r

1.

(0,0)

2-

(V2,-l)r

N((V2,-l)r,

3.

(-V2,-l)r

N((-V2,-l)

N((0,0)

,0.86023)

r

P, = J x d e t H / ( x ) > 0

}

0.86023)

Does not exist-Hessian is not
positive definite at this point

,0.86023)

Does not exist-Hessian is not
positive definite at this point

Figure 4.2.2 shows the critical points for this function, the region
surrounding the minimizer where the Hessian is positive definite, and the
largest open neighborhood surrounding each critical point such that the
conditions for the r -neighborhood are satisfied.

Figure 4.2.2

Region where the Hessian is positive definite
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IS POSITIVE DEFINITE
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In order to determine the region where quadratic convergence is
guaranteed by the theorem and the relative nonlinearity of the function / we
will need a Lipschitz constant y such that H r e Z/p (N(x*,r)), i.e.
H / (x) - H / ( y ) | <y\\ x - y ||2 for all x,y e N(x*,r)) with x* = ( 0 , 0 ) r .

Using the Hessian we obtain
[2 + 2x2
i i

f

7

7

|~2 + 2y2

2x,1

(X) — r l ^ ( y ) =

L

2(x, - y j

=

[ 2yx

2 J

[2 (x2 - y2)

2^1

—

2 J

2(x, - yl)

0

Calculating with the infinity norm gives
||H / (x)-H / (y)|| r o =Max{2\x2-y2|
= 2{\xi-yi\

+ 2|xj-yt|, 2|x,-yt| }

+1^1-^1 }•

Using (2.4) this implies
||H/(x)-H/(y)L<4||x-yL.
Using (4.2) and (4.3), a value for gamma in terms of the two-norm can be
found yielding
| H f ( x ) - H / ( y ) | | 2 <5.65685 ||x-y|| 2 and therefore y = 5.65685.
To find the neighborhood N(x*,^) such that for any x(0) e N(x*,f) the
sequence x (1) ,x (2) ,... generated by Newton's method converges quadratically to
x* the quantity s = min{r,——} is computed. From earlier calculations we
2fiy
know that r = 0.86023 and by substituting f5 = 0.5 and X = 5.65685 from above,
we obtain

= 0.17678 and thus s = 0.17678. Hence an open neighborhood

such that the sequence of points generated by Newton's method is guaranteed
to converge quadratically to x* is N(x*,0.17678). This information is
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represented in Figure 4.2.3 with the inner circle representing the epsilon
neighborhood.

Figure 4.2.3
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Again it should be noted that this is a worst case estimate for quadratic
convergence. Substituting in the previous calculated values for /? and y we
obtain that yrel = 2.82843.
Figure 4.2.4 shows the results of Newton's method applied to a grid in the
coordinate plane. Each point was used to begin the findRoot function (see
Appendix) and the results were graphed. Also included on the graph are the
largest open neighborhood surrounding the minimizer in which the Hessian is
positive definite and the s -neighborhood in which we can expect quadratic
convergence. Note that convergence to the minimizer does occur outside of
this £ -neighborhood, but no guarantees concerning the rate of convergence are
provided by the theorem outside of this region.
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Figure 4.2.4

Convergence patterns
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•

CONVERGED TO ( 0 , 0 )

r

CONVERGED TO ( V 2 , l ) r

Example 3:

In Example 3, we will consider a function with an exponential factor,
f(xl,x2)

= x^e^**'2*^.

One interesting feature of this function is its infinite

number of critical points.

The

following graphs are a 3-dimensional

representation of the function and its two dimensional contour plot.
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The critical points of this function are i ^ / 2 ^ / 2 ^ ' ^ f y l '

C

A > A )T >

/ ? >~ / ? y

an<

^

the entire

'

-axis. The Hessian matrix

for this function is

H ,(x) = 2e

x,x2 ( - 3 + 2x,2)

x, ( - 1 + 2x;)(-1 +

2x22)

x 2 ( - l + 2xf )(-1 + 2x\)

x, (1 -10x 2 + 8x24)

Table 4.3.1 lists the maxirruzers, minimizers and saddle points for this
function and at which critical points the Hessian is positive definite.

Table 4.3.1

Critical Point

Is the Hessian

Is the Hessian

Minimizer,

positive definite

singular at this point?

maximizer
or a saddle

at this point?

point?

1.

Jl
(

,
1

4.

2 ' 2

yfl

2.

3.

yf2 T

No

Maximizer

No

No

Maximizer

j

yf^. T

V2 V2
2 ' 2

V2

No

Yes

No

Minimizer

Yes

No

Minimizer

No

Saddle

r
}

V2

T

5. Along the
entire r, -axis

N o - n o t at any
of these points

points
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The Hessian of / is nonsingular whenever
-1 + xf - 2x\ + 4x1 + 14x,2x2 ~ 4x,4x2 - 4x\ - 8x,2x2 ^ 0. The regions in which the
Hessian matrix of this function is positive definite are represented by the
shaded regions in Figure 4.3.2.
T o find a largest open neighborhood containing the third critical point,

x* = (

a/2 yp2

2

, — f and contained in P,we need the minimum distance from the
2

boundary of the region where the Hessian is positive definite and the
minimizer itself. Because of the difficulty in determining this function
explicitly in terms of x, and x2 and estimate for the radius will be used,
r = 0.348 (which was obtained by using graphic representations of
approximations for r and choosing a value that was visibly inside the region
required). Thus one of the largest open neighborhoods containing x * and
V2 V2
contained in P3 is N( ( — , 0 . 3 4 8 ). Because of the symmetries exhibited
by this function the same size radius is appropriate for the second minimizer of
this function which is at (——,——) 7 . In the following table we have listed
each critical point, the largest region where the Hessian is positive definite and
contains the critical point and our estimate of the largest open neighborhood
surrounding each of the critical points on which the Hessian is nonsingular.
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Table 4.3.2
Largest open neighborhood
surrounding the critical point on
which Hy (x) is nonsingular

Critical point

1.

2.

3.

a/2
(

V2

2 ' 2

V2

V2 V2 •,

r
}

V2

N((

2 ' 2

}

r

m ^ ^ — f

V2 yjl

'°'348)

,0.348)

Pm = largest open convex set
containing the critical point such
that H / ( x ) is positive definite
Does not exist—Hessian is not
positive definite at this point

Does not exist—Hessian is not
positive definite at this point

T

,0.348)

P3 = ^ d e t H / ( x ) > 0 ,
x, < 0, x, > 0}

4.

V2

V2

r

0.348)

P4 =

^|detH/(x)>0,
Xj < 0 , x 2

5.

the entire x-axis

varies with each critical point

<0}

Does not exist—Hessian is not
positive definite at any of these
points

This information is represented graphically in Figure 4.3.2.
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Figure 4.3.2
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While it is possible to calculate an epsilon neighborhood on which quadratic
convergence is guaranteed using the Mean Value Theorem for functions of two
variables ([1, p.809], for example), the calculation is tedious and the result
obtained is too small to be clearly visible and hence will not be presented.
Figure 4.3.3 shows the points

on the grid

(where

x, e [—2,2]and

X2 E [—2,2]) which did converge to a critical point of this function. Recall that
this function has an infinite number of critical points along the x, axis, none of
which is a minimizer of the function.

In order to reach the goal of

minimization it would be particularly important to determine the regions where
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the Hessian was positive definite and avoid the regions where the mimmizers
could not occur.

Figure 4.3.3

Convergence patterns
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For six points on this grid the Newton's algorithms gave a warning
message concerning a badly conditioned matrix or an answer was given that did
not correspond with a cntical point for this function. For four of these points
that is to be expected because the Hessian is singular at those points. These
points

are

(-1, - l) r , (-1, l) r , (1 ,-l) r

and

(1,1) 7 .

At two

other

points,

( 0 ,1 ) r and ( 0 , - 1 ) r , the Newton algorithms stopped prematurely at a point
other than a critical point of the function, which means that the stopping
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criteria for these algorithms were satisfied although a critical point had not
been reached. Figure 4.3.4 shows the three-dimensional graph of the function
and the contour plot with the figure-eight shapes representing the points where
the Hessian is singular with the points of interest enlarged.

Notice the

symmetry exhibited by this function not only with the critical points but also
the points we are interested in.

Figure 4.3.4

Points of Interest

- 2 - 1 0

1

2

Table 4.3.3 lists the points of interest and how each of the algorithms behaved
when started at these points. Recall that the stopping criterion is not
necessarily the same for all algorithms.
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Table 4.3.3 Points of interest and how each algorithm
behaved when started at these points
Point of
Interest

Newton Algorithms
findRoot
FindRoot
Badly
Badly
conditioned
conditioned
matrix error
matrix error
message
message

Steepest Descent Algorithms
gradsearch
FindMinim um
Converged to
Converged to
13 iterations

in 1 iteration

Badly
conditioned
matrix error
message
Badly
conditioned
matrix error
message

Badly
conditioned
matrix error
message
Badly
conditioned
matrix error
message

Converged to

Converged to

(1 , 1 /

Badly
conditioned
matrix error
message

Badly
conditioned
matrix error
message

(0, i f

Stopped in 16
iterations at
(0,3.298549 ) T
which is not a
critical point
Stopped in 16
iterations at
(0 ,-3.28549 ) T
which is not a
critical point

Stopped in 15
iterations at
m
(0 ,2.94154 ) r
3 iterations
which is not at
a critical point
Stopped in 15
Converged to
iterations at
(( S / - 4 i / f
n /i'
r
(0, -2.94154)
in 3 iterations
which is not at
a critical point

(-1,-1/

(-1 , l ) r

(1 , - l f

(o,-i)r

m

m

13 iterations
Error message
stating that the
minimizer could
not be bracketed
in 250 iterations
Error message
stating that the
minimizer could
not be bracketed
in 250 iterations
Converged to

<--sA>sA?m
1 iteration
Vanishing
gradient error
message

Vanishing
gradient error
message

Converged to
^ A - ^ A ?
1 iteration

Converged to
1

/2'
/2'
in 1 iteration

m
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The Newton algorithms obviously had trouble at the points for which the
Hessian is singular as expected. For the remaining two points, ( 0 ,1 )T and
( 0 , - 1 ) 7 , the stopping criteria for both Newton algorithms allowed the
algonthms to stop prematurely at points that were not cntical points of the
function. Recall that the stopping criteria for the user-defined algorithms
require the components of the gradient to be less than a given tolerance. In
order to see why these algorithms claimed to be successful at these points, it
will be helpful to look at this function on a slightly larger domain than was
previously shown.

Figure 4.3.5 Function shown on a broader domain
X2 S

xl

Notice that the function is extremely flat at the points for which the stopping
criteria were satisfied. This finding emphasizes the need to choose an
appropriate stopping criterion that will allow the algorithm to continue until
success is achieved but at the same time not allow the algorithm to continue
needlessly when it is "close" enough to the appropriate solution. It also points
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out some of the limitations of Newton's method, i.e., how it can "stall" out
in an area that is extremely flat (at which the gradient is approximately zero)
and still not be at a critical point of the function.
The FindMinimum and gradsearch algorithms were successful at four of the
six points of interest. The steepest descent algorithm incorporated by both of
these algorithms is a first-order method and requires only the calculation of the
first order partial derivatives; therefore it was not hindered by whether or not
the Hessian was singular at these points. In doing the calculations using the
pure steepest descent method we found that the gradsearch algorithm was taking
steps consistent with the pure algorithm while the FindMinimum algorithm is
not; therefore the FindMinimum algorithm must be enhanced in some way in
order to reach the minimizer in only one iteration. FindMinimum was
successful at two of the points where the Hessian is singular and gave an error
message concerning a vanishing gradient at the other test points where the
Hessian is singular.
These findings point to more considerations in choosing an optimization
program. Determining whether to use a first or second order method may be
limited by the tractability of calculating the partial derivatives. In practice
however, partial derivatives are most likely not calculated explicitly but a
substitution with a secant approximation is often made.

Example 4:
In

example

4

we

are

considering

the

function

/(x,,x 2 ) = (1-x,) 2 + 100(x,2 -x 2 ) 2 which is represented in Figure 4.4.1.

This

function is the Rosenbrock "banana" function and is commonly used as a test
problem for minimization algorithms [7,9].
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Figure 4.4.1

Rosenbrock's Banana Function

3000
2000
1000

This function has a unique critical point ( 1 , 1 ) " . The Hessian matrix for this
function is
H,(x)=

2 + 800x," + 400(x,2 - .r,)
400.V,

- 400x,
200

and it is positive definite when evaluated at the cntical point, which guarantees
that the point (1,1 / is a minimizer. (See Table 4.4.1).

Table 4.4.1
Critical point

1.

( 1 , 1 /

Is the Hessian positive
definite at this point?
Yes

Is the Hessian singular
at this point?
No

Minimizer, Maximizer
or Saddle point?
Minimizer

The Hessian is nonsingular on the set {xj.Y, * .r,2 + 0.005 }. Using the
information from the analysis of Hessian matrix we must determine P, for the
critical point. For this particular function the Hessian is positive definite when
the following conditions arc satisfied: l .) 2 + SOOxf + 400(x,2 - x,) > 0 and
2.) 400 + 80000.v,: -80000.Y, > 0 . Since the first condition is satisfied when
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x2 < 3x2 +0.005 and the second condition is satisfied when x2 <x* +0.005,
the region where the Hessian is positive definite is the intersection of these two
regions i.e. where x2 < x,2 + 0.005. The minimizer for the Rosenbrock function
is ( 1 , 1 )T . The Hessian matrix, when evaluated at x* = (1,1 ) r is

H,(x*) :

802 - 400
0.05
and Il f (x*y l =
-400 200
1

1
2.005

Using the relation | H^x*) - 1 ||2 < /? we obtain 2.42589 < J3.
The minimum distance from the boundary of the region where the Hessian is
positive definite and the minimizer (1,1 )T is found by minimizing the function
g(Xj) = (x, -1) 2 + ( x2 + 0.005 -1) 2 .
The minimizer of g occurs at the point (0.99666 , 0.99832) 7 , which lies on
the boundary of the region where H / (x)is nonsingular. The distance between
(1,1 )T and (0.99666 , 0.99832) 7 is 0.00374 and will be used as the radius of
the open neighborhood.

Thus the largest open neighborhood containing x *

and contained in P is N f x * , 0.00374).
The following graph shows the region where the Hessian is positive definite
and the critical point. It should be noted that the open neighborhood around
the minimizer is so small that it cannot be represented on the graph.
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Figure 4 4 2
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In order to determine a region in which quadratic convergence is guaranteed
for the Rosenbrock function and the relative nonlinearity of this function we
will need a Lipschitz constant y such that H ; e Lipy(N(\*,r)),

i.e.

| | H / ( x ) - H / ( y | ) </||x-y|| 2 for all x,y e N(x*,r) with x* = (l,l) r .
Using the values of H f (x) and H f (y) for this function we obtain

H/(x)-H/(y) = -400

-3(*f

-yf)+(x2-y2)

(xj-^)

0

Using the infinity norm, we obtain

||H / (x) - H f (y)|| ^ < 4 0 0
= 400

Max

3(*F ->'

2
1

) + (X2 - y

-3(x~ - > ' 2 ) + (X2 -y2)

2

)

+|(XJ -

VJ),

(XJ

->•,)

+j(x1 -y{)\.

On the first absolute value we use the tnangle inequality (2.3) to obtain
x 1
2
K ( x ) - H , ( y ) L < 4 0 0 ( 3 \ ~y\
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= 400 3 xl

X

1 +>'l

+ x

2 ~y2

+ x

l

The largest first coordinate one can have inside the ball with radius r = 0.00374
centered at the minimizer (1, l) r is 1 + r = 1.00374. We can replace the jxx + >•, |
with twice the largest first coordinate possible which gives
H ,(x) - EL(y)|

<400(3(2.00749) xl-yl

+x2-y2

+xl-yl

+ 400 x2 ~y2

2808.98253
< 2808.98253{|xj

+ |x2 — j 2 | }.

Using (2.4) yields
||H / (x)-H / (y)|| < 2(2808.98253)Max{|x, - ,
= 5617.96506 x - y

\x2-y2\

}

.

Using (4.2) and (4.3) we obtain
j|H / -(x)-H / (y)|j < 7945.00238||x-y|? and y = 7945.00238.
To find the open neighborhood N(x*,s) in which for all x(U) e N(x*,^)the
sequence x (1) ,x (2) ,... generated by Newton's method converges quadratically to
x* and satisfies Theorem 4.3 we must use (4.1) to calculate s . From earlier
calculations we know that r = 0.00374 and by substituting in (3 = 2.42589 and
y = 7945.00237 , we obtain that

2{3y

= 0.00003. Thus e = 0.00003 and the open
F

neighborhood N((l,l) r ,0.00003) in which quadratic convergence is guaranteed
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is an extremely small neighborhood. A much larger region of convergence
was found for this function. In fact convergence occurred from any point at
which the findRoot algorithm was begun. A measure of relative nonlinearity for
this function at x* is yrel =19273.70181.
While using the Newton algorithms on this function several discrepancies
were noted. The FindRoot function sent very few coordinate points to the
appropriate critical point and in most cases seemed to stop in neighborhoods
nowhere near the extremum. When sent through our findRoot we found that
every point in the grid converged to the minimizer and in seven or fewer
iterations. In order to determine what might cause the algorithms to declare
'convergence' and therefore stop the iterative process we looked at the
stopping criteria employed by both algorithms.
Mathematica's FindRoot function uses an altered Newton step at each
iteration and uses a function evaluation (using the gradient components) as its
stopping criterion [15]. (The author states the stopping criterion for the single
variable case but does not state which norm they are using to evaluate their
stopping criteria for multivariable functions.)
For our findRoot function a pure Newton step is taken at each iteration and
an

stopping criterion is used. In other words when the maximum

component of the gradient was less than a user-supplied tolerance tol, the
algorithm declares convergence and lists the current iterate when
Max{\{Vf\\\{Vf)2^<tol.
For the polynomial examples a tolerance of tol = 10~8 was used while that
same tolerance for the exponential problem was not successful. Therefore for
the exponential example the tolerance was set at tol = 10~12.
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In comparing these two algorithms and their stopping criteria we must
consider how they are affected by the shape of the function and by the scaling
of the variables of the function. Below is a table describing the number of
extremum for each of the examples, the objective value range over a given
domain and the range of the typical x1 and x2 values.

Table 4.4.2

Function
1.

2.

3.

x,4 + 2x 4 - 8 x , x 2 + 2

l + x2 + xixi + 4

x

Number of
Critical
points
2 minimizers
1 saddle
point
1 minimizer
2 saddle
points
2 minimizers
2 maximizers
infinite —
saddle points

4. (1 — Xj )2 +100(x12 - x 2 ) 2
1 minimizer
Rosenbrock

Scale for
the x,
variable

Scale for
the x2
variable

Range of
function
values

x, e [ - 2 , 2 ]

X2G[-2,2]

[0,80]

x, e [ - 2 , 2 ]

x2 e[-2,2]

[0,15]

x, e [ - 2 , 2 ]

x2 e[-2,2]

[-0.05,0.05]

X2G[-2,2]

[0,3000+]

e[-2,2]

Notice how much more the range of the Rosenbrock function varies in
contrast to the previous functions considered.
In particular we will look at the Rosenbrock function to compare the
Newton and steepest descent algorithms. The figures below show the points on
the grid for which Mathematica's FindRoot converged to the critical point and
points on the grid for which our findKoot converged.
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Figure 4.4.3
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Notice in particular the point (-1.2,l) r (denoted b y * in Figure 4.4.4), which
lies on the opposite wall from the minimizer of this parabolic shaped valley.
This point is often used as a starting point to test an optimization algorithm.
To see why, it will helpful to look at a contour plot without shading shown in
Figure 4.4.4.
Figure 4.4.4

Rosenbrock's Banana Function
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Mathematica's FindRoot algorithm had little success in actually obtaining the
unique minimizer for this function and stopped prematurely in terms of the
goal which is a point where the V/ ~ 0. In fact, when the maximum number
of iterations was set at 300 iterations, Mathematica's FindRoot still failed to
converge within the prescribed accuracy goal stopping at (-1.04709,1.09474)r
which is still on the opposite wall from the minimizer of the function. Even
when the exact minimizer was given as the starting point for FindRoot. it took
4 iterations before the stopping criterion was satisfied and convergence was
declared.
In findKoot the stopping criterion incorporates the components of the
gradient and as the components of the gradient approach zero the function is
getting extremely flat. This stopping criterion worked extremely well and in fact
the test point (-1.2,l) r , (which was on the opposite wall of the valley),
converged in seven iterations with all of the coordinate points on the grid
converging in at most 7 iterations.
We have chosen several test points in order to compare the paths of the
Newton iterates with the steepest descent path taken by the gradsearch program.
Table 4.4.3 compares the number of iterations taken by each method to reach
the minimizer. Again, it should be noted that the stopping criterion of each
algorithm is not necessarily the same , and no determination of which
algorithm is "best" is implied by these comparisons.

Table 4.4.3 Points of interest and how each algorithm behaved
when started at these points
Point of
interest

(-1.2, 1 /

(rUlf

(0,1

/

(0.5,l)r

Newton Algorithms

Steepest Descent Algorithms
FindMinimum
Converged in
214 iterations

findKoot
Converged
in 7
iterations

FindRoot
Failed to
converge
after 1000
iterations

gradsearch
Failed to
converge
after 1000
iterations

Converged
in 2
iterations

Converged in
Converged
in 1 iteration 228 iterations

Converged
in 5
iterations

Failed to
converge
after 1000
iterations
Converged
in 627
iterations

Converged
in 5
iterations

Converged
in 371
iterations

Failed to
converge
after 1000
iterations
Converged
in 961
iterations

Converged in
145 iterations

Converged in
82 iterations

The paths taken by the iterates of the Newton algorithms starting at the point
(—1.2,1 ) r are shown in Figure 4.4.5.
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Figure 4.4.5 Iterate paths for the Newton algorithms when
started at the point (-1.2,1 ) T
*
•

STARTING POINT
ENDING POINT

- 3
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This point clearly shows the attributes and drawbacks of the pure steepest
descent method. (Recall from a previous example that gradsearch is using a pure
steepest descent method and FindMinimum has been altered in some way
which in this case allowed it to converge in fewer iterations). Within two
iterations the pure steepest descent method is at a point on the opposite side of
the valley and then is literally inching it's way toward the minimizer. (Recall
that in over 1000 iterates this method had still not reached the minimizer.)
Again this is one of the reasons this method is chosen in conjunction with
Newton's method. Its global convergence properties bring the iterate into a
"good" neighborhood within relatively few iterations but then setdes into a
slow crawl toward the minimizer. Once the iterate has made it into a "good"
neighborhood, a neighborhood where Newton's method can be successful,
Newton's method can begin. The local convergence properties of Newton's
method then guarantee success in finding the local minimizer. Combined, these
two algorithms create a globally convergent method which, once Newton's
method is started, will converge quite rapidly and eventually quadratically to the
minimizer of the function.
It is easily seen, even in the small number of functions examined in this
thesis, that there are many significant factors that must be considered in
choosing an appropriate optimization algorithm. In considering functions with
only two variables, as were presented in this thesis, we noted many attributes of
the given function simply because we could represent these functions
graphically and examine what might be occurring at the various starting points.
In most applications of optimization, however, this is simply not feasible with a
typical operations research problem having hundreds of variables. But, most of
the problems that were noted have a multidimensional analog that must be
considered for the larger problems. And as expected, as the number of
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variables in the function increases so do the considerations that must be
made in choosing an optimization algorithm suitable for that function.
Throughout this thesis it has been noted that the problems of optimization
and root-finding are closely related although not equivalent. In particular, for a
reasonably behaved function, Newton's method was shown to be quadratically
convergent when applied in a neighborhood "close" to the minimizer. It was
also shown that both Newton's method in its pure form and modified versions
of Newton's method are not always suitable to accomplish optimization.
Although the simplicity of Newton's method (along with its rapid local
convergence) adds to its attractiveness as an optimization algorithm, many
more complicated algorithms have been developed that are equally successful
for a variety of optimization problems. It should be noted that several of these
algorithms incorporate Newton's method as well.
Although Newton's method cannot be considered as a general "all-purpose"
algorithm for nonlinear optimization (such as the simplex method is for linear
programming), it must be recognized for its ability to accomplish the goal of
optimization either alone or in part for both constrained and unconstrained
nonlinear optimization problems.

APPENDIX
The following code defines a function named '''findRoot' (following [8]) which
will find the critical points of a multivariable function using Newton's method
for a given ordered pair and will list the values of the x, and x2 coordinates at
each iteration. The stopping criterion for this code allows it to iterate until
each element of the gradient vector is less than the given epsilon which is an
stopping criterion. An example of the output generated is provided below the
code.
f[x_,y_]=(l-x)~2+100(x/v2-y)^2
funx[x_,y_]=D[f[x,y],x]
funy[x_,y_]=D[f[x,y],y]
grad[x_,y_]= {{funx[x,y]} ,{ftiny[x,y]}}
funxx [x_,y_|=D[funx [x,y],x]
funyv [x_,y_|=D [funy [x,y],y]
funxy [x_,y_]=D [funx [x,y ] ,y ]
hess[x_,y_]= {{funxx[x,y],funxy[x,y]},
{funxy [x,y],fun yy[x,y]}}
findRoot [f_,initx_,inity_,eps_]:=
Module[{x=initx,y=inity,count=0},Print[x," , ",y];
component l=N[Abs [funx[x,y]||;
component2=N[Abs [funy[x,y]]];
While [Max [component 1 ,component2] > eps,
(*Printf'funx = ^componentl];*)
("Printf funy = ",component2];*)
count=count+l;

dif£hew=Inverse [hess [x,y]].grad [x,y];
x=x-\[diffnew[[l,l]]];
y=y-N[diffnew[[2,l]]];
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componentl—N [Abs [fimx [x,y]]];
component2=N[Abs [funy [x,y]]];
(+Print["at the end of count," iterations,the
gradient components are componentl," ",
component^];*)
Printf'next iterate is ","(",x,";',y,")
];

count];

Printf'***** stopping criteria satisfied at",
"(",x,",",y,")", " in count," iterations"]

J
Example of function call and the output generated:
findRootff,0.5,1,0.000000001]
0.5,1
next iterate is (0.496644,0.246644) 1
next iterate is (0.998869,0.74551) 2
next iterate is (0.998891,0.997783) 3
next iterate is (1.,0.999999) 4
next iterate is (l.,l.) 5
***** stopping criteria satisfied at (1,1.) in 5 iterations
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The next code defines a function named gradsearch which uses the steepest
descent method to find the minimizer of a multivariable function from a given
starting point and will lists the values of the x, and x2 coordinates at each
iteration. The stopping criterion for gradsearch allows it to continue to iterate
until each element of the gradient vector is less than the given tolerance.
f[x_,y_]=x*y~2*E/s(-x'N2-2y~2)
funx[x_,y_]=D[f[x,y],x]
funy [x_,y_]=D [f[x,y],y]
grads earch [f_,initx_,inity_,eps_]:=
Module [{x=initx,y=inity,count=0},Print[x,'', ",y];
componentl =N [Abs [funx [x,y|]];
component2=N [Abs [funy [x,y]]];
Print[componentl, component2];
While [Max [component 1 ,component2] > eps
&& count<1000,
count=count+1;
currentx=funx [x,y];
currenty= funy [x,y];
x 1=x+1* currentx;
x2=y+t* currenty;
newfun=f[x 1 ,x2];
funtomin=D [newfun,t];
change=FindMinimum[newfun, {t,x},
Maxlterations - >250];
Trans pos e [change];
sec=change [[2,1]];
xlnew=N[x+N[f +: currentx]]/.sec;
x2new= N [y+N [t* currenty]] / .s ec;
Printf'next iterate is ",
"(",xlnew,",",x2new,")

count];

x "xlnew; y=x2new;
componentl=N [Abs [funx[x,y]]];
component2=N [Abs [fimy[x,y]]];
( + Print[componentl,component2]; + )

1;
Print ["

;1

stopping criteria satisfied at(",
xlnew,",",x2new,") in ",count," iterations."]
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Example of function call and the output generated
gradsearch[f,0,1,0.0000000001]

0,1
next iterate is (-0.707107,1.) 1
next iterate is (-0.707107,0.707107) 2
next iterate is (-0.707107,0.707107) 3
********
criteria satisfied at(-0.707107,0.707107 ) in 3 iterations.
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The following code defines a function called "renitaroof' that performs
Newton's method for a multivariable function with the stopping criterion that
each element of the gradient vector be less than a given tolerance.
f[x_,y_]=x~4+2y~4-8x*y+2
fu n x | x_,y_|=D | f|x,y| ,x |
funy [x_,y_] = D [f[x,yj,y]
grad[x_,y_]= { {fimx[x,y]} ,{fiiny[x,y]}}
funxx [x_,y_]=D [funx [x,y],x]
funyy[x_,y_]=D[fuay[x,y],y]
funxy [x_,y_]=D [funx [x,y],y]
hess[x_,y_]= { {funxx[x,y],fimxy[x,y]},
{ funxy [x,y] ,funyy [x,y]}}
renitaroo t [f_,initx_,inity_,eps_]:=
Module [{x=initx,y=inity,count= 0},
While [Max[Abs [funx[x,yj[,Abs [funy [x,y]]]>eps,
couat=count+1;
diffhew=Invers e pies s [x,y]] .grad [x,y];
x=x-N [diffnew[[l,l]]];
y=y-N [diffnew[[2,l]]];
d=MatrixForm [Table pnputForm [{x,y} ],
{r52},{Sy2}]];

1
By adding the following code, the "renitaroof' function can be used iteratively
over a grid and the point to which each coordinate converged to is stored in an
r x s matrix where r is the number of x -coordinates for which the function is
evaluated and .v is the number of y -coordinates for which the function was
evaluated.

For[i=l,i<2,i=i+.5,
For[j=l,j<2,j=j+.5,
MatrixFoon [Table [renitaroot[f,i, j,.001], {x,r}, {y,s } ]];
1
1
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